Introduction. Sinkhorn and Knopp in [4] as well as Brualdi, Parter, and Schneider in [l ] have shown that if A is a fully indecomposable matrix then there are diagonal matrices 7>i and D2 with positive main diagonals so that DiAD2 is doubly stochastic. Further, in each paper Di and D2 are shown to be unique up to scalar multiples.
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In this paper we prove what is considered the analogue of the above result in terms of irreducible matrices. That is we show that if A is an »X« irreducible matrix then there is a diagonal matrix D, with positive main diagonal, so that z2 diaikdkl = zJ dkCtkidT1 Results. .implies ¿"^1. Hence ¿i" g 5"-1 (4 Kg S""1 (4). Since 5(4)> 2M(4)/w(4)è2, 5n-1(4)<5"(4). It would therefore follow that 
contains no sign changes and { ^k diaikdkl -^k dkakidJl\i^Mo\ contains no sign changes. In view of Lemma 5, it must be that E* ¿>í* -E* bki<0 for all iEM2. In particular, Af2 is nonempty. Consider (¿1, d2, • ■ • , dn) defined as follows :
if k E Mi, where 0 < e < 1. 
Hence Ä'(0) <0. Therefore there is a number €2 so that, if 0<e<e2,
," \ ¿£AI2Uaíi';*eiV iEAf JJM{';l¿Elt / max and E dkfoidj-1 -Z dibiicdf1 > 0 for i £ M2.
Therefore for e3 = min(ei, e2) and 0 < e < é3 we have in view of Lemma 5, any set ~M for which
must necessarily be of one of the two forms M0^JM{ or M2\JM" for some Mi' QMi or MI'QMl Therefore
and since, by Lemma 3, 
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